Violence

Violence? what is violence? How I describe violence as a physical force or power threatened against someone.

Once in my life, violence has affected it. In 2004, my cousin (Tracy) had a girlfriend named Ashley. Tracy brought her over one time to the house, she had sun glasses on, she took them off and Ashley had a black-eye. My aunt asked what happened and instead of her answering, Tracy said: "Nothing." After they left, we haven't seen them ever since then. Then, 3 years after Tracy and Ashley broke up, Tracy met another girl named Jazmine. Ashley, by then was pregnant. Coming to our house making noise, hocking her born, yelling, trying to get in touch with Tracy. Later on, Tracy got Jazmine pregnant. In October, Ashley
had her baby, October 6
2010. 18 days later, Jazmine
had her baby, October 24,
2010. In November, My aunt
had both of them, just to
let them know they were
brother and sister. Ashley and
Jazmine came at the same
time to get their babies,
but instead, Jazmine and
Ashley was fighting. My
aunt called Tracy and he
came over as soon as he
could, and stopped it. Tracy
can't come over because if
he comes, Ashley will come
with him which will lead
to another fight with
Jazmine. Now we can't see
my little cousin, which makes
me and my family sad.
This is my story of
violence. How is youth
violenced caused. I have to
say by baby mamma
drama or people trying to
be cool. Trying to be like somebody that did the same thing. My cousin had baby momma drama for a long time and I wonder how he's doing.

How can we stop youth violence? I say we can call the police before things happen. We can try to convince the people who are causing the violence to stop and if they don't, we send them to boot camp and they learn how to be a man.

Youth violence is not good. So we need to stop it now.